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TREE TIMETREE TIME
Fernleaf Biscuitroot

The 2022 Wildflower Festival poster plant, Fernleaf  biscuitroot (Lomatium 
dissectum var. dissectum), has many distinctions. Native to 

Western North America, it is a member of  the carrot family, 

Apiaceae, a widely used plant in native North American 

culture, and a graceful and butterfly-friendly garden plant.

Fernleaf  biscuitroot relatives not only include cultivated 

carrots but also parsley, cilantro, the toxic poison hemlock 

and water hemlock, and familiar roadside plants like Queen 

Anne’s lace and cow parsnip.  There are at least 44 other 

biscuitroots in Oregon in the Lomatium genus.  One is our 

special Willamette Valley endemic, Bradshaw's desert 

parsley, Lomatium bradshawii, that thrives along the western 

section of  the Amazon running trail and on the southeast 

side of  Mount Pisgah. It was just recently removed from 

the Federal Endangered Species List due to successful 

repopulation efforts. 

Fernleaf  biscuitroot is widely used in native North American 

culture for various purposes. To the Sanpoil People of  

Washington, young shoots were a special food eaten mixed 

with balsamroot and featured in the “first roots” ceremony. Many indigenous 

peoples considered the roots of  the plant to be poisonous if  eaten in large 

quantities, but the roots have been frequently used medicinally to treat a number of  

ailments. Additionally, the more mature roots contain toxic compounds from the 

furanocoumarin group and so would be used to create a poison that would aid in 

the catching of  fish by killing them in a section of  stream. 

The native plant nursery trade has yet to fully offer fernleaf  biscuitroot for our 

gardens. This perennial plant stands up to 3’ in height with a wonderful spray of  
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delicate fern-like leaves, living up to its name. You can view this stunning plant at 

Mount Pisgah Arboretum on the east side of  the White Oak Pavilion. Although 

the flowers are not large and showy, they form handsome clusters of  yellow or 

purplish flowers.

Fernleaf  biscuitroot shares the poster art with the eggs, two larval stages, and the 

adult of  the anise swallowtail butterfly (Papilio zelicaon). Caterpillars of  the anise 

swallowtail feed on a variety of  plants in the carrot family including Lomatium 
dissectum. The host plant preferences of  the anise swallowtail vary widely and 

remarkably throughout its range, so much so that individuals in one region may 

completely ignore the preferred plant of  those living only hundreds of  miles away. 

In some locations, anise swallowtails have begun using introduced, weedy species 

in the carrot family like fennel and poison hemlock. 

Part of  this variation in host plant preference is the result of  appropriate 

phenological overlap—specifically, whether or not the plant is at the right stage of  

development when the butterflies are looking to lay eggs. But chemistry also plays 

a very important role in the selection of  host plant. Swallowtail butterflies orient 

to their hosts by honing in on the smells of  the volatile chemicals released from the 

plants. The suitability of  the host is further confirmed through the butterfly tasting 

non-volatile chemicals by drumming its forelegs on the surface of  the plant. 

The essential oil composition of  plants is a strong determinant of  host suitability. 

The members of  the carrot family used by some species of  swallowtail butterflies 

have a similar composition of  essential oils as plants in the citrus family, Rutaceae, 

which are host plants for most swallowtail butterflies, and likely the ancestral host 

plants for the genus Papilio. The similarities are so great that a population of  anise 

swallowtails in southern California has switched back to the Rutaceae, making use 

of  planted orange trees as its larval host. 

The larval host plant preferences of  the anise swallowtail have provided tantalizing 

clues for plant taxonomists. In the eastern Columbia River Gorge, Lomatium grayi 
plants east of  the town of  Mosier had been frequently used as larval hosts by 

the anise swallowtail, but those to the west never were. Further study provided 

convincing evidence that these were actually two different species, now known as 

Lomatium klickitatense and Lomatium papilioniferum (the latter name referring to it's 

role as a swallowtail host). There is more disruption coming in our understanding 

of  the complex genus of  Lomatium, and the anise swallowtail's understanding of  

the plant world may continue to point us in new directions.
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Upload your photo observations
of  plants in Lane County to
iNaturalist from May 10th-
May 14th. Your photos will be 
identified by experts, and these 
observations will augment the 
floral display for this year's 
Wildflower Festival! Check out 
the project here: bit.ly/3vlDjLk

Photos by August Jackson

Mount Pisgah 
Arboretum

The Native Plant 
Society of Oregon-
Emerald Chapter & 
Lane Community 
College Present:

Wildflower Festival 2022Wildflower Festival 2022
Sunday, May 15th 10am-5pmSunday, May 15th 10am-5pm

This spring we're still doing our 

Arboretum Exploration after-school 

program once a week for elementary 

school kids and signing up more 

kids for our upcoming summer half  

day programs. We're excited to be 

pursuing these programs that started 

out as COVID adaptations, but have 

gone so well we are now continuing 

them. Along with that, our walks for 

both adults and families just keep 

filling up. We're continuing to add 

more as they fill, sometimes doing 

multiple rounds of  the same walk so 

that more people can get into them. 

Education Report                                                                           
by Jenny Laxton, Education Manager

Photo by Jenny Laxton

Continued on Page 4

Tickets by pre-sale only!

For tickets and more information, visit:
bit.ly/3xkogUN
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Site Report  

Spring has sprung, grass has riz. The Arboretum is coming out of  

its winter slumber. The fawn lilies have bloomed, the birds are 

singing, and the bees are buzzing. This time of  year makes a good 

case for why we, the site crew, love this work. This winter and 

spring has provided more favorable growing conditions than last 

year, but we still hope for more rain and cooler temps this spring. 

As the wildflowers grow, so do the weeds. This past winter into 

spring, volunteers have been busy on site controlling blackberries, 

English ivy, non-native cherries, and various other weedy 

species. They have also been repairing the hillside trail, replacing 

the eroding supports and fixing the grade in some sections. 

Additionally, we have had multiple school groups and youth 

corps helping around the site with native planting, trash pick-up, and woody debris 

placement in the creek. 

The staff  have been working on multiple improvement projects 

this last winter and plan on continuing them into the spring 

and summer. The projects worked on this winter were the new 

planting beds in the Wildflower Garden and the Visitor Center 

foundation. If  you make it over to the new planter beds in the 

Wildflower Garden, we ask to watch your step as an official trail 

has yet to be punched into the big bed, so tread lightly. 

This spring be sure to look out for our three University of  Oregon 

interns, Haley, AnnaMae, and Sam, who will be helping out 

on site. These interns will be helping the site staff  with invasive 

species control, habitat restoration, and trail maintenance, and 

will spend some time learning about the Arboretum's ecosystems 

and plant species. 

As always, Thank you for your continued support and we look forward to seeing 

you soon!

By Patrick Wegner, Habitat and Trails Manager

Photos by August Jackson

A new rock bed in the Patricia Baker 
Wildflower Garden.

We're also starting a test pilot of  a phenology study through Nature's Notebook, 

an online app. Phenology is the study of  cycles in nature- what time animals 

are breeding, nesting or hibernating and when plants start to flower, make fruit/

seeds or loose their leaves. We want to try to keep track of  how some of  these 

things might be changing at the Arboretum with our shifting climate and weather 

patterns. Our end goal is to be able to incorporate this information into our 

youth programs. Right now we're testing out the app and learning how to make 

observations with a small group of  volunteers. If  all goes well, we'll open up the 

program to anyone who is interested in volunteering to watch the flowers bloom 

and record those observations!

Trillium seeds are harvested by ants, 
so seeing a large cluster is a sign that 
the seeds may have found their way 
to the compost pile in an ant nest.

Photo by Jenny Laxton
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State of the Reunion
What if  there was just one, united organization serving Mount Pisgah? An 

organization with the staff  and the resources to care for trails and habitats 

throughout the whole park and to provide the nature education and community 

events that have helped make this place a treasured resource? What if  you could 

make one annual membership donation that would support all of  this work? This is 

our future. Mount Pisgah Arboretum and the Friends of  Buford Park & Mt. Pisgah 

are reuniting to become that one organization.

Together, we share a vision of  engaging people with nature. Historically, the 

Friends have had a greater focus on the land, and the Arboretum has had a greater 

focus on people. But both groups understand that the only path to a sustainable 

future is to nurture the connection between the two. Our combined strengths will 

create a more inclusive and connected community around learning about and 

caring for the natural environment we live in.

The process of  uniting two well-established organizations involves some moving 

parts. Each group comes with its own internal culture and way of  doing things. 

Each uses a different 

operating model 

and takes a different 

approach to how it 

gathers and manages 

resources. All of  

these things are being 

considered as the 

Arboretum and the 

Friends do the work of  

determining the right 

way to combine our 

strengths and resources 

in order to best serve 

the land and the community.

The two Boards have met jointly and the employees have gotten to know each 

other over pizza. With guidance from outside professionals, the two Executive 

Directors are leading teams addressing various aspects of  the reunion process to 

ensure that all due diligence is taken care of. You can support the work of  bringing 

these two valued non-profits together as one by visiting the Arboretum’s website at: 

mountpisgaharboretum.org/about/reunion.

In the coming months, we will keep you updated on our progress. Before too long 

we hope to report that there is one strong and united voice for all of  us who love 

this special place. Until then, we hope that you will continue to support both the 

Arboretum and the Friends as we take this journey together. Thank you!

By Brad van Appel, Executive Director
Interpretive Plan 

Update

Photo by August Jackson

With four exhibits completed, 
and a brief  pause during 
the worst of  the Covid-19 
pandemic, Arboretum staff  
have  jumped back in to working 
on our interpretive plan. The 
exhibits were a perfect option for 
socially-distanced learning, and 
became popular destinations for 
visitors.

Staff  have identified a 
number of  modifications and 
improvements to make to 
existing exhibits in order to 
provide the public with an even 
better experience, no matter how 
many times they visit. We plan 
to complete these alterations by 
the end of  this year or early in 
2023! Following this process, 
we plan to engage the public in 
a discussion of  what potential 
future exhibits may look like.
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Thank You, Business Members!

Mount Pisgah Arboretum has had 

the honor of  providing a special 

place to gather in the heart of  

nature to more than a thousand 

families over the years. After 

a long two years of  cancelled 

events, we could not be happier to 

have the liveliness and celebration 

of  this years’ weddings and 

milestone events to look forward 

to. We have been booking events 

for 2023 as well, and expect it 

to be a busy couple of  years 

as our community catches up 

on honoring the meaningful 

experiences of  life.
Photo by Jay Eads

Gathering Again
By Leisha Wood Arboretum 

Summer Camps

Play, learn and explore! 
Enjoy everything Mount 
Pisgah has to offer in the 
summer every Tuesday or 
Wednesday from 10am-
1pm. Each week has its own 
theme and can be signed up 
for individually. 

Photos by Jenny Laxton

For more info and 
registration, visit: 

bit.ly/3JzsWsB
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Dale & Margaret  
   McBride 
Harmony DeFazio

Mackenzie O'Connor
Marshall & Susan Peter

Purchased Gift Memberships

Commemorations

In Memory of Bob Dritz--Cornelia Taggart
In Memory of Herb Wisner--Janet Stokoe, AJ & Adriana Giustina
In Memory of Herb & Ruth Wisner--Josephine and Peter von Hippel
In Memory of Eileen Pollard--Susan Erickson, Mary Gropp,   
   Janell Galloway, Rebecca Snyder, Marcia Pollard, Anthony Abena
In Memory of Freeman Rowe--Kimberly St. Hilaire
In Memory of Edward Abbey--Donald Burton

Dwyer Williams  
   Cherkoss Attorneys,         
   PC
Eugene True Value  
   Hardware
KLCC
Landarc Landscaping
Morning Glory Cafe

Mountain Rose Herbs
QBooks Help, LLC
Right at Home
Scherer Investment Co.
Sperry Tree Care Co.
Sundance Natural Foods
Unwind, LLC
Wintergreen Gardening

Business Memberships

A special thanks to 
Evergreen Members & 
Renewing Members!

Donations to Programs

Sponsored Family 
Memberships:
Julie Barnas

Matt Steinberg & Kelly  
   Loughary
Sue Goldish

Education:
Emily Huston

Interpretation:
Randi Eby
Shirley Marie Raven

Reunion Fund:
Charlotte Helmer
Janette St. Pierre
Jessica Winans & 
   Westa Miller
John & Normandy  
   Helmer

Karen Anderson
Susanne Giordano
Tim and Linda King

Alan Curtis
Angela Montoya
Ann Bettman
Anne Fox-Hayward &  
   Thomas Hayward
Bank of  America
Betsy Dickes
Birgit Foley
Cathy Barber

Clinton Rushing
Daniel Phillips
Dave Ulrich
Deborah Fuerth
Dianne Nelson
Emily Steel & Paul  
   Gordon
Gail Harris
Garrett Tompkins

Gary Davis
Gayle Hampton-Smith
Gerald Meenaghan
Grace Widdicombe
Heather Meenaghan
Iris Lorelle
Jason Blazar
Jennifer Gerger
John Reynolds
Jon Williams
Joyce Thomas & Rob  
   Castleberry
Judith & Peter Watt

Karen Anderson
Leif  Pedersen
Levi Strauss
Lori & Mark Stern
Marcia Pollard
Marshall & Susan Peter
Mary N. Miller
Mary Stafford
Melanie Kirk-Stauffer
Michael Boutette
Nancy Steele
Paula Clancy

Reida & Charles     
   Kimmel
Rena Heffernan
Robert J. Cummings
Rose Heising
Sasha Salko
Sharanne Thomsen
Steve and Joyce Seyler
Susan Erickson
Suzanne Cavanagh
Tawni Heegle

General Contributions

Aaron Cannon
Adam Vellutini
Alan Leiman
Alvin Johns
Amber McKenna &  
   Michael Eells
Amity Cleary-Evans
Amy Kennedy & Erik  
   Swanson

Angela & Garret Zallen
Apeksha Patel
Ashley Rodgers
Betty Goracke Olguin
Beverly Henrich
Brent Ross
Bryant Lister & Lucette  
   Bixler
Cameron & Katie Burke
Carol Paty
Caroline DeBruine
Christopher Becker

Dahlia Henderson &  
   Daniel Stopka
Dan Campbell
Dean Dier
Debra Dunn
Dennis Hebert
Diana DeFazio
Emily Lawson
Emily Vida
Erin Wagner
Flora Winters
Gale Fiszman
Hannah Peter
Harrison Armsteong
Hyeon Jin Cha
Jacqueline Chama
Jamie Staniewicz
Janet Sherman
Jeff  Jacobson
Jennifer Ting

Jolene Bettles
Jon Penneman & 
   Lanbin Ren
Joseph Barrett
Julia Whitmore
Julie Sage-Lauck
Karalee Ann Lester
Kari Sala
Kelly Pratt
Kiley Marsonette &  
   Geordie Hicks
Kimberlee Erhard  
   Gilbert
Madeline Jonas-Lowery
Maggy Rose
Maram Epstein
Marge Reilly
Marty Wilder
Mary Spearman
Matt Johnson

Matthew Lopez
Matthew Stevenson
Megan Higgens
Megan Thompson
Melissa Parks
Monica Frank
Noley Holland
Olaf  Sather
Randy Deones
Robert Toledo
Sarah Adolf
Scott Alfeld
Stacy Rathbun
Thomas Brooks & 
   Jodell Boyle
Townsend Marketing &  
   Printing
William Safier
Wyatt Mason

Contributions   
Jan. 25th, 2022 to March 31st, 2022

New Members
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Membership Dues
   Student/Senior/Guide $40
   Individual $50
   Family $60
   Sponsor $75
   Supporting $100
   Sustaining $250
   Business $100-$1,000 - call!

Other Contributions
   Sponsor a Family Membership          $60
   Unrestricted           
   Interpretive Program 
   Endowment Fund 
   “In Honor of” or “In Memory of” 

Name of person receiving tribute ______________________ 

Please mail your membership and/or contributions to:

Mount Pisgah Arboretum
34901 Frank Parrish Road • Eugene, OR 97405

All contributions and dues are tax-deductible. IRS #23-7345974

Name:

Address:

City, State, Zip:

Phone:

    

I want to help families discover nature 
with a gift of $ __________ 

Membership $ ______  + Donation $ ______ = Total Contribution $________

Please keep my donation anonymous.

Address Service Requested

Discover Your Place in Nature

Sponsor a Family Membership!

The Arboretum is working with community partners to
provide sponsored memberships to underserved families
in our community. Give others the gift of nature!


